
VOCABULARY PREVIEW

Singular/Plural

Adjectives

This/That/These/Those

1

1. shirt
2. coat
3. dress
4. skirt
5. blouse

6. jacket
7. suit
8. tie
9. belt

10. sweater

11. pants
12. jeans
13. pajamas
14. shoes
15. socks

2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15
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• Clothing
• Colors
• Shopping for Clothing
• Money 

• Price Tags
• Clothing Sizes
• Clothing Ads
• Store Receipts
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Clothing

1. shirt
2. tie
3. jacket
4. belt
5. pants
6. sock
7. shoe

8. earring
9. necklace

10. blouse
11. bracelet
12. skirt
13. briefcase
14. stocking

15. hat
16. coat
17. glove
18. purse /

pocketbook
19. dress
20. glasses

21. suit
22. watch
23. umbrella
24. sweater
25. mitten
26. jeans
27. boot

3

5
6

7

8

1011

12

13
14

15

16

17

18
19

21

23

24
25

26

27

20

4

2
1 9

22
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SINGULAR/PLURAL*

a shirt
a coat 
a hat

a belt

shirts
coats
hats
belts

–
–
–
–

a tie
an umbrella

a sweater

ties
umbrellas
sweaters

–
–
–

1.

5.

2.

6.

3.

7.

4.

8.

a dress
a watch

a blouse
a necklace

dresses
watches
blouses
necklaces

–
–
–
–

I Zs z

I Zs z

* Some irregular plurals you know are:
a man – men a child – children a tooth – teeth

a woman – women a person – people a mouse – mice

A. Excuse me.
I’m looking for a shirt.

B. Shirts are over there.

A. Thanks.

A. Excuse me.
I’m looking for a tie.

B. Ties are over there.

A. Thanks.

A. Excuse me.
I’m looking for a dress.

B. Dresses are over there.

A. Thanks.

Shirts Are Over There
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COLORS

I’m Looking for a Jacket

red orange yellow green blue purple black silver

pink gray white gold brown

A. May I help you?

B. Yes, please.  I’m looking for a jacket.

A. Here’s a nice jacket.

B. But this is a PURPLE jacket!

A. That’s okay.  Purple jackets are very
POPULAR this year.

1. red

5. yellow

2. white

6. green and purple

3. pink

7. striped

4. orange

8. polka dot

A. May I help you?

B. Yes, please.  I’m looking for a .

A. Here’s a nice .

B. But this is a !

A. That’s okay.  s are very
POPULAR this year.
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I’m Looking for a Pair of Gloves

A. Can I help you?

B. Yes, please.  I’m looking for a pair of gloves.

A. Here’s a nice pair of gloves.

B. But these are GREEN gloves!

A. That’s okay.  Green gloves are very POPULAR

this year.

A. Can I help you?

B. Yes, please.  I’m looking for a pair of .

A. Here’s a nice pair of .

B. But these are s!

A. That’s okay.  s are very POPULAR

this year.

1. yellow

5. striped

2. blue

6. green

3. pink

7. red, white, and
blue

4. orange

8. polka dot

What are you wearing today?
What are the students in your class wearing today?
What’s your favorite color?
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CHOOSE

READING CHECK-UP

READING

NOTHING TO WEAR

Fred is upset this morning.  He’s
looking for something to wear to work, but
there’s nothing in his closet.

He’s looking for a clean shirt, but all his
shirts are dirty.  He’s looking for a sports
jacket, but all his sports jackets are at the
dry cleaner’s.  He’s looking for a pair of
pants, but all the pants in his closet are
ripped.  And he’s looking for a pair of socks,
but all his socks are on the clothesline, and
it’s raining!

Fred is having a difficult time this
morning.  He’s getting dressed for work, but
his closet is empty, and there’s nothing to
wear.

1. Fred’s closet is .
a. upset
b. empty

2. Fred is .
a. at home
b. at work

3. Fred’s shirts are .
a. dirty
b. clean

4. He’s looking for a pair of .
a. jackets
b. pants

5. The weather is .
a. not very good
b. beautiful

6. Fred is upset because .
a. he’s getting dressed
b. there’s nothing to wear

WHICH WORD DOESN’T BELONG?

a. socks

a. sweater
a. necklace
a. blouse
a. clean
a. pants

b. stockings

b. jacket
b. belt
b. skirt
b. green
b. shoes

c. jeans

c. briefcase
c. bracelet
c. dress
c. gray
c. earrings

d. shoes

d. coat
d. earrings
d. tie
d. blue
d. blouse

Example:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Excuse Me.  I Think That’s My Jacket.

1. hat

5. pencils

2. boots

6. umbrella

3. coat

7. sunglasses

4. pen

8.

Excuse me.
I think that’s
my jacket.

Hmm.  I don’t think so.
I think this is MY

jacket.

Oh.  You’re right.
I guess I made a

mistake.

Excuse me.
I think those are

my gloves.

Hmm.  I don’t think so.
I think these are MY

gloves.

Oh.  You’re right.
I guess I made a

mistake.
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Lost and Found

1. watch 2. gloves 3. briefcase 4. mittens 5.

Complimenting

Practice conversations with other students.

A. Is this your umbrella?

B. No, it isn’t.

A. Are you sure?

B. Yes.  THAT umbrella is BROWN, and
MY umbrella is BLACK.

A. Are these your boots?

B. No, they aren’t.

A. Are you sure?

B. Yes.  THOSE boots are DIRTY, and
MY boots are CLEAN.

Make up conversations, using colors and other adjectives you know.

A. That’s a very nice hat! 
B. Thank you.

A. Those are very nice boots!
B. Thank you.
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READING

HOLIDAY SHOPPING

Mrs. Miller is doing her holiday shopping.
She’s looking for gifts for her family, but she’s
having a lot of trouble.

She’s looking for a brown umbrella for her
son, but all the umbrellas are black.  She’s
looking for a gray raincoat for her daughter, but
all the raincoats are yellow.  She’s looking for a
cotton sweater for her husband, but all the
sweaters are wool.

She’s looking for an inexpensive bracelet for
her sister, but all the bracelets are expensive.
She’s looking for a leather purse for her mother,
but all the purses are vinyl.  And she’s looking
for a polka dot tie for her father, but all the ties
are striped.

Poor Mrs. Miller is very frustrated.  She’s
looking for special gifts for all the special people
in her family, but she’s having a lot of trouble.

LISTENING

WHICH WORD DO YOU HEAR?

Listen and choose the correct answer.

1. a. jacket b. jackets
2. a. belt b. belts 
3. a. sweater b. sweaters
4. a. suit b. suits
5. a. shoe b. shoes
6. a. tie b. ties

WHAT’S THE WORD?

Listen and choose the correct answer.

1. a. blouse b. dress
2. a. shoes b. boots
3. a. necklace b. bracelet
4. a. coat b. raincoat
5. a. socks b. stockings
6. a. shirt b. skirt

Mrs. Miller is in the department store.  Using
this model, create dialogs based on the story.

A. Excuse me.  I’m looking for a brown
umbrella for my son.

B. I’m sorry.  All our umbrellas are black.

READING CHECK-UP
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GRAMMAR FOCUS

76

Choose the correct word.

1. A. May I help you?

B. Yes.  I’m looking for a (  shirt    shirts  ).

2. A. Pants (  is    are  ) over there.

B. Thank you.

3. A. Can I help you?

B. Yes.  I’m looking for a (  necklace    jeans  ).

4. A. May I help you?

B. Yes.  I’m looking for an (  hat    umbrella  ).

5. A. (  Blouse    Blouses  ) are over there. 

B. Thanks.

6. A. Can I help you?

B. I’m looking for a pair of (  gloves    earring  ). 

7. A. Here’s a nice (  socks    dress  ).

B. But this (  socks    dress  ) (  is    are  ) orange!

8. Is (  this    these  ) your jacket?

9. (  That    Those  ) are my gloves.

10. This isn’t my coat.  (  That’s    This  ) my coat.

11. (  These    This  ) briefcase is black.

12. (  Those are    That’s  ) yellow ties.

13. (  That’s    Those are  ) my purse. 

14. (  This    These  ) are my (  mitten    mittens  ).

Listen.  Then say it. Say it.  Then listen.

What are you wearing today?  Tell
about the clothing and the colors.
Write about it in your journal.

PRONUNCIATION Emphasized Words

But this is a PURPLE jacket!

Green gloves are very POPULAR this year.

I think this is MY jacket.

THAT umbrella is BROWN, and 
MY umbrella is BLACK.

But these are YELLOW shoes!

Striped socks are very POPULAR this year.

I think these are MY glasses.

THOSE boots are DIRTY, and
MY boots are CLEAN.

SINGULAR/PLURAL

I’m looking for a coat.
Coats are over there.

I’m looking for an umbrella.
Umbrellas are over there.

I’m looking for a dress.
Dresses are over there.

[s]

[z]

[IZ]

THIS/THAT/THESE/THOSE ADJECTIVES

This is a purple jacket.
These are green gloves.

Is this your umbrella?
That umbrella is brown.

Are these your boots?
Those boots are dirty.
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76a

LIFE  SKILLS • Money • Math

Practice. 

MONEY CURRENCY22

Walk around the room.
Ask students addition
problems with money.

TEAMWORK MATH: ADDITION PROBLEMS33

a penny
1¢    $.01
one cent

a dollar bill
$1.00

one dollar

a 5-dollar bill
$5.00

five dollars

a 10-dollar bill
$10.00

ten dollars

a 20-dollar bill
$20.00

twenty dollars

a nickel
5¢    $.05
five cents

a dime
10¢   $.10
ten cents

a quarter
25¢   $.25

twenty-five cents

a half dollar
50¢    $.50
fifty cents

Practice.

Write the amount two ways.

MONEY COINS11

1. $.2525¢ 2. 3.

Write the amount.

1.

4. 5. 6.

2. 3. 4.

a dime and 
a nickel

a 5-dollar bill
and a quarter 

5 dollars and
25 cents 15 cents
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76b

CONVERSATION ASKING ABOUT PRICES IN A STORE44

Practice conversations about these clothing items.

Practice conversations with a classmate.

CONVERSATION STATING CLOTHING NEEDS55

LIFE  SKILLS • Money   
• Shopping for clothing

• Reading price tags
& clothing sizes

3. 4.1. 2.

7. 8.5. 6.

3. 4.1. 2.

A. How much is this blouse?

B. It’s twenty-one dollars.

A. Thank you.

A. What color are you looking for?

B. .

A. And what size?

B. .

A. How much are these pants?

B. They’re thirty-four ninety-nine.

A. Thank you.

WOMEN’S

100% CO
TTON

CLR: PINK

SIZE: L

PRICE:

$21.00

MEN’S

100% PO
LYESTER

CLR: BLUE

SIZE: W 3
2 L 34

PRICE:

$34.99

$17.00

$39.99

$65.00$23.75 

$44.50

$22.99

$19.00 $9.49 

S

L
M

Small
Medium
Large
Extra-Large

9
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76c

LIFE SKILLS  READING   • Clothing tags • Store receipts • Clothing ads 

Look at the clothing tags and answer the questions.

Look at the store receipt and answer the questions.

Look at the ad and answer the questions.

1. What size is this?  _______________________

2. How much is it?  ________________________

3. What color is it?  ________________________

4. What size is this?  _______________________

5. It’s on sale. What’s the old price?

6. What’s the sale price?  ___________________

7. How much is the skirt?

8. How much is the blouse? ________________

9. How much is the tax?  ___________________

10. How much is the person paying?  _________

11. What sizes are the men’s shirts?

12. What’s the regular price of the blouses?

13. What’s the sale price of the blouses?

14. How much are the jeans?  

Reg. $25.00 
Men’s Shirts  Sizes S, M, L, XL

 2499
Misses’ Jeans
Sizes 6–16

SALE
19.99

Reg. 39.99

 999
Blouses
S, M, L

Reg. 14.99

REGULAR FIT

BOYS

100% COTTON

CLR: BLUE

SIZE: M $21.99

CLYDE’S CLOTHING
BLOUSE 16.95
SKIRT 24.95

SUBTOTAL 41.90
SALES TAX 2.10

TOTAL 44.00
Thank you for shopping at Clyde's Clothing!
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76d

Words:
belt
blouse
boots
bracelet
briefcase
coat
dress
earring
glasses
glove
hat
jacket

jeans
mittens
necklace
pajamas
pants
pocketbook
purse
raincoat
shirt
shoe
skirt
sock

sports
jacket
stocking
suit
sunglasses
sweater
tie
umbrella
watch 

black
blue

brown
gold
gray
green
orange
pink
purple
red
silver
white
yellow

I can:
identify money
read clothing tags
(size, price)
identify regular
prices & sale prices
read a store receipt

I can express clothing needs:
I’m looking for a shirt. 
How much is this blouse?
How much are these pants?
What color shirt are you
looking for?

Red.
And what size?

Medium.

ASSESSMENT • Check-up test • Self-evaluation checklists

SKILLS CHECK

Choose the correct answer.

1. My favorite color is .
A. dress
B. striped
C. purple
D. clean

2. It’s raining. Where’s my
? 

A. briefcase
B. umbrella
C. watch
D. bracelet 

3. My children are sleeping.
They’re wearing .
A. suits
B. ties
C. glasses
D. pajamas 

4. It’s cold today. Where are my ?
A. gloves 
B. glasses 
C. earrings 
D. watches   

5. My brother is wearing a blue suit,
a red tie, and a white .
A. dress   
B. shirt     
C. skirt  
D. briefcase   

6. It’s snowing. Where are my ?  
A. pajamas
B. belts 
C. boots   
D. earrings

Look at the clothing tag and answer the questions.

7. What size is this item?
A. blue 
B. large  
C. a men’s shirt 
D. $24.99 

8. What color is it?  
A. black   
B. large   
C. $19.99 
D. blue  

9. How much is this item?
A. $19.99  
B. $24.99
C. large
D. 428765-53

10. Where is this item in the store?  
A. Women’s Clothing 
B. Children’s Clothing
C. Men’s Clothing 
D. Large Blue Clothing  

$24.99
$19.99

MEN’S SHIRT
CLR:  BLUE
-----------------
SIZE:  L

428765-53

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 DCBA

DCBA

DCBA

DCBA

DCBA

DCBA

DCBA

DCBA

DCBA

DCBA

Answers

Mark your answers
in the answer box.
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BUILD YOUR VOCABULARY!

Volume 1 Number 3

Clothing

bathrobe

That’s a very nice __________ .

77

tee shirt

scarf

wallet

ring

a. Aisle 1

b. Aisle 7

c. Aisle 9

d. Aisle 11

e. Aisle 5

____  jackets

____  gloves

____  blouses

____  bracelets

____  ties

c 1

2

3

4

5

Attention, J-Mart Shoppers!

The meanings of colors are sometimes very different in
different cultures.  For example, in some cultures, blue is a
common clothing color for little boys, and pink is a

common clothing color for little girls.  In other cultures, other
colors are common for boys and girls.

There are also different colors for special days in different
cultures.  For example, white is the traditional color of a wedding
dress in some cultures, but other colors are traditional in other
cultures.

For some people, white is a happy color.  For others, it’s a sad
color.  For some people, red is a beautiful and lucky color.  For
others, it’s a very sad color.

What are the meanings of different colors in YOUR culture?

sandals

Those are very nice ________ .

slippers

sneakers

shorts

sweat pants

Clothing, Colors, and Cultures
Blue and pink aren’t children’s clothing colors
all around the world
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Homes are different all around the world.

People’s Homes

What different kinds of homes are there in
your country?

This family is living in a farmhouse.

This family is living in a hut.

These people are living in a mobile home
(a trailer).

This family is living in a houseboat.

78

FACT FILE

Urban, Suburban, and Rural

urban areas = cities
suburban areas = places near cities
rural areas = places in the countryside,

far from cities

About 50% (percent) of the
world’s population is in urban
and suburban areas.

About 50% (percent) of the
world’s population is in rural
areas.

urban
and

suburban
rural

Send a message to a keypal.  Tell about your
neighborhood.
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